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Chasing coordinates.
The basic code for this is on the last page. Use Acrobat select tool to copy the text into your project.
The principle of operation is as follows:
The DSP can compute a trajectory for a multi-axis move. It works only with motor counts and only with
the change in motor counts, not the actual values.
Normally DSP moves (such as DSPMOVE and CONTINUOUS RUN) subtract the current joint
coordinates from the target coordinates and send the difference to the DSP. In a route RUN situation
the differences from line to line are computed by the CPU in FORTH and sent to the DSP as fast as
possible. The DSP stores them in a buffer. If the buffer is full then the CPU program waits for space to
be available. If Cartesian coordinates are used (which they usually are) these are converted to joint
coordinates on the fly using TRANSFORM
The DSP uses the whole list of values to compute speeds and ramps for each joint. If this can not be
computed (see manual) then a “too tight” error is raised.
The second mode of operation in RUN is TIMED. In this each segment (distance from one line to the
next) is executed in a fixed time, the value in SEGTIME in mS. The speed is adjusted by the DSP so
that the move is completed in that exact time. A long move requires a higher speed. CHASE is related
to that.
A new mode in the DSP allows us to check if the buffer is empty. When we send a move to the DSP it
immediately uses them and empties the buffer. We can then send the next move while the DSP is
working on the last one. The buffer is now not empty and we must wait for it to be empty before we can
send the next. Sequence is therefore:
send move n – DSP starts on them, buffer is empty
send move n+1 – DSP buffers them, buffer not empty
DSP completes move n and starts on n+1, buffer is empty
now we can send move n+2
and so on.
So we can never have more than one move in hand. If you are using a PC program to send these
coordinates then it will need to know when the controller is ready for the next coordinates.
In the program CHASE on next page
to start with we initialize the DSP and set a starting condition.
Then we enter a loop.
BUFZ is a trap that waits for the buffer to be empty. While in this trap nothing else can be done.
As soon as the buffer is empty BUFZ drops through to
GETCART – this is where you can send the new coordinates to the robot. You have some time
because in theory the DSP is still working on the last segment. If you are using a PC supervisor then
you need to send a message or a character from GETCART to the PC it to indicate GETCART is ready
for the coordinates. The PC then sends the coordinates in some form. GETCART needs to parse the
string and get the values in to X Y Z PITCH and W (roll) (5-axes) or X Y Z PITCH YAW and ROLL (6axes). Or just send X Y and Z if the hand parameters do not change.
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( CHASE COORDINATES )
: BUFZ ( wait for buffer empty
BEGIN
24 SPSB SPRB
78 < UNTIL
;
: NEXTSEG
TRANSFORM DROP ( convert to motor values
DSPCHANS @ 0 DO
TARGET I IND @ DUP ( IND is just 2* +
OLDP I IND @
- SWAP ( leave rel pos on stack, axis 6 on top
OLDP I IND ! ( store rel pos in OLDP
LOOP
1 ( flag for DSP ) TSEG
?STAT
;
: GETCART
( GET THE NEXT COORDINATES TO AIM FOR
;
: CHASE
VSET ( send ACCEL to DSP
CFLAG C1SET ( enable DSPASSUME
( set starting position
DSPCHANS @ 0 DO
I GLOBALS @ OLDP I IND !
LOOP
( send initial zero move to DSP
MVST ( start new move
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 TSEG ( first segment zero move
MVRN ( start a run sequence
( now enter loop to collect coordinates and send to DSP
BEGIN ( loop that collects next coordinates
BUFZ ( wait for buffer empty before sending next coords
GETCART ( get the next coordinates
NEXTSEG ( send motor values to DSP
( status from NEXTSEG ) 0 > IF ( fail if non zero
STOP
BEGIN ?RUN 0= UNTIL ( wait for DSP to stop
DSPASSUME
." Segment too long" 31 ABORT
THEN
?TERMINAL UNTIL
MVND ( end move sequence
DSPRDY ( wait for DSP to stop
DSPASSUME ( update counts from DSP
;

